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Summary
The use of monochrome helmet-mounted display
(HMD) systems is becoming prevalent in today's
complex flight mission environment. These HMD
systems can provide stereoscopic (true depth) cueing
as an almost natural by-product for binocular helmet
systems if an additional image generation source is
provided. The addition of color cueing capability is
much more difficult. The application of stereoscopic
cueing to advanced HMD and head-down flight dis-
play concepts has increased pilot situation awareness
and improved task performance. To provide stere-
opsis, some of the total field of view available with
binocular HMD systems must be sacrificed from the
two monocular fields to obtain a partial overlap re-
gion. The visual field then provides a mixture of cues,
with monocular regions on both peripheries and a
binoptic (tile same image in both eyes) region or, if
lateral disparity is introduced to produce two images,
a stereoscopic region in tile overlapped center.
This paper reports an in-simulator assessment of
the trade-offs arising from the mixture of color cue-
ing and monocular, binoptie, and stereoscopic cueing
information in peripheral monitoring displays as en-
countered in HMD systems. The accompanying ef-
fect of stereoscopic cueing in the tracking information
in the ccntrat region of the display was also assessed.
Five operationally experienced rotoreraft pilots par-
ticipated in the study. The pilot's task for the study
was to fly at a prescribed height above an undulating
pathway in the sky while monitoring a dynamic bar
chart displayed in tile periphery of their field of view.
Control of the simulated rotorcraft was linfited to the
longitudinal and vertical degrees of freedom to ensure
the lateral separation of tile viewing conditions of the
concurrent tasks.
The results of the experiment indicate that binop-
tic display of monitoring information in the periph-
eral region, with color cueing as an alerting function
to such information, and stcrcopscopic cueing in the
central region of the display were the most effective
display conditions examined, as determined from the
objective measures and subjective comments of the
pilots.
1. Introduction
High-fidelity, "real world" pictorial displays that
incorporate true depth (via stcreopsis techniques) in
the display elements are now available with current
electronic display technology. Advanced pictorial
flight display concepts that embody 3-D images are
being conceived of and evaluated at various flight dis-
play research laboratories, including the Langley Re-
search Center. hmovative concepts are being sought
that exploit the power of modern graphics display
generators and stereoscopic cueing, not only in situ-
ational awareness enhancements of pictorial displays
but also in displays for the declutter of complex in-
formational displays and in providing more effective
alerting functions to the flight crew.
The advantages of the 3-D display of 3-D informa-
tion, rather than the conventional 2-D display of such
information, seem intuitively obvious. These advan-
tages have been investigated for years within the
flight display community (refs. 1 to 9). These efforts
have been particularly intense for hehnet-mounted,
head-up display applications, as stereopscopic cue-
ing is an almost natural by-product of binocular
hehnet systems (rcfs. 1 to 4). Additional investi-
gations with electronic shutters or polarized filters,
rather than hchnct optics, used to present separate
left- and right-eye views have also been conducted
(rcfs. 4 to 9). Most of these investigations have re-
ported favorable subjective opinions concerning tile
value of sterescopic cueing, and when objective data
were obtained, they generally demonstrated modest
task performance gains, or at least no degradations,
compared with performance with nonstereo displays.
Reference 9 reported a much larger performance gain
for stereoscopic cueing, and reference 10 used the
desire to include stereoscopic cueing in a helmet-
mounted display (HMD) system design to justify a
choice between major design alternatives. The use of
stcreopsis as an alerting function in monitoring task
displays has also been investigated. (Ref. 11 found
stereopsis to be an ineffective replacement for color
cueing.)
To provide stereopsis, binocular HMD systems
must trade some of the total field of view (FOV)
available from their two monocular fields to obtain
a partial overlap region. The visual field then pro-
vides a mixture of cues, with monocular regions on
both peripheries and a binoptic (the same image in
both eyes) region or, if lateral disparity is introduced
to produce two images, a stereo region ill the over-
lapped center. With a total overlap, binoptic cue-
ing or stereo cueing can be provided within the en-
tire reduced FOV. The consequences of any of these
mixtures have not been thoroughly investigated.
As with the use of stereoscopic cueing, the ad-
vantages of using color in information displays seem
intuitively obvious and yet its inclusion has some-
times been debated because of the additional costs.
The advantages of color have also been investigated
for years within the display community (ref. 12).
Unlike stereopsis,color is not availablewith to-
day'sHMD flight systems. The technologydoes
not presentlyexist to providecolor with suitable
resolution,brightness,at-eyeluminance,and other
properties(whilemaintainingtile desiredlevelsof
externalvisibility), althougheffortsto developthe
capability are being pursued (ref. 13).
The goal of this research was to assess the trade-
offs arising from the mixture of color cueing and
monocular, binoptic, and stereoscopic cueing infor-
mation in primary flying and secondary monitoring
tasks as encountered in HMD systems. Tile pilot's
task for the study was to fly at a prescribed height
above an undulating pathway ill the sky while mon-
itoring a dynamic bar chart displayed in the periph-
ery of their FOV. Control of the simulated rotoreraft
was limited to the longitudinal and vertical degrees
of freedom to ensure tile lateral separation of the
viewing conditions of the concurrent tasks.
2. Experimental Tasks and
Participating Pilots
A rotorcraft single-axis vertical tracking task that
used a pathway-in-the-sky format was chosen as the
primary task for the experiment. A secondary moni-
toring task (detection and acknowledgnwnt of bound-
ary excursions) w_ presented in the periphery of
the display. (See fig. l(a).) Since current HMD
systems cannot provide the interchangeable condi-
tions of monocular, binoptic, and stereoscopic cueing
with color capability, a head-up color stereo monitor
configuration was used to present the visual display.
Thus, a color, stereo-capable HMD was elnulated.
Tile total 40 ° fiehl of view was partitioned into a 20 °
central area and t0 ° left and right peripheral areas
(fig. l(a)). The primary tracking task was presented
binocularly as either a nonstereo or a stereo pathway
in the central area. Stercopsis in the central area was
introduced by means of lateral disparity offsets. The
Secondary monitoring=_ask was presented in one of
the peripheral areas, with either monocular, binop-
tic, or stereoscopic cueing and with the presence (a
blue bar turned red whenever it exceeded tile exmir-
sion boundary) or absence (no color change) of color
cueing.
Five active duty and operationally experienced
U.S. Army rotorcraft pilots participated in this study.
Each pilot had had extensive experience in rotor-
craft of various types. The pilots endeavored to fly
12 ft above the pathway, which undulated in altitude,
while monitoring the peripheral display. The path-
way display (center of fig. l(b)) contained the path-
way, representations of the sky and ground, a ground
grid, a pitch attitude symbol, an instantaneous-
flight-pathway-angle indicator, and an altitude-error
indicator. The peripheral display' consisted of three
vertical blue bars that varied eontimmlly in ampli-
tude. The pilot's monitoring task was to detect any
boundary excursions by any of the three bars and to
acknowledge that detection by pressing a button on
the cyclic hand controller. "With color cueing present,
whenever a blue bar exceeded the boundary it turned
red. The red bar remained above the boundary for
2 see. With color cueing absent, the bar remained
above the boundary for 2 see, but it did not change
color.
Control of the rotorcraft was limited to the lon-
gitudinal and vertical degrees of freedom. The pilot
could make inputs with the cyclic hand controller
and the collective stick (see fig. 2), but the control
was limited within the math model to pitch and al-
titude effects. Speed was held constant within the
math model at 180 knots to ensure experimental
control of tile variance within the monitoring task.
Boundary excursions within the monitoring task were
programmed tO eit iier occur or not occur within
10 particular regions of the flight pathway, with some
random variation of the point of occurrence within
those regions. The occurrences were chosen ran-
domly without replacement such that there were a
total of eight excursions during a trial or run. A run
lasted 90 sec. The assignment of an excursion to a
particular bar of the three in the monitoring display
was also made randomly.
No lateral movement of tile simulated rotorcraft
was pernfitted to ensure the tracking and monitor-
ing tasks remained separated. Intrusion of the path-
way into the peripheral areas of the display would
additionally violate the separation of monocular and
binocular viewing regions. Again, this intrusion was
precluded by not allowing lateral movement of the
rotorcraft and the pathway.
3. Performance Metrics and
Experimental Design
The performance metrics for the primary tracking
task of the study included root-mean-square (rms)
wflues of the pilot control inputs of cyclic pitch and
collective about trim conditions (expected mean val-
ues of zero) and the mean, the standard deviation,
and the rms of the pathway error during a run.
Although there is redundancy within the three mea-
sures of pathway error, all three measures were col-
lected and analyzed. The mean altitude tracking
error about the desired 12 ft. above the pathway-in-
the-sky position was of interest because of the solid
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natureofthepathway.It wasanticipatedthatthepi-
lotswouldtendto fly higherabovethepathwaythan
desired,ratherthanrisk possiblepenetrationof the
solidpathwayimage.Tile precisionof tile tracking
performance,asindicatedbytile standarddeviation
measure,wasalsocollectedfor pathway-in-the-sky
formatdesigninterests.However,thermsmeasure,
whichincludesbothtile meaneffcctandthcstandard
deviationeffectfornonzeroexpectcdmeanvalues,is
thetraditionaltrackingperformancemeasure,andso
it wasalsocollectedandanalyzcd.
Measuresfor the monitoringtaskduringa run
includedthe percentageof correctboundaryexcur-
sionsdetectedandacknowledged,thenumberof ex-
traneous(false)boundaryexcursionsdetectedand
acknowledged,andtheaveragetimetodetectandac-
knowledgeanactual(true)excursion.Themeasure
of averagetimeto acknowledgewasnotaffectedbya
trueexcursionoccurringwithoutbeingacknowledged
by thepilot.
The mainfactorsof interestin the experiment
werethedisplayconditionsforboth thetrackingtask
and the monitoringtask. Tile displayconditions
examinedfor thetrackingtask includedthe binoc-
ular presentationof everythingin the 20° central
area(thepathway;thesky,ground,andgroundgrid;
andthecontrolsymbology)in nonstereoandstereo.
Thenonstereodisplayusednodepthcuesotherthan
thoseprovidedby a perspective,real-worlddisplay,
suchassize,shape,interposition,andmotionparal-
lax. Thedisplayconditionsexaminedfor themoni-
toringtaskpresentedeverythingin the10° peripheral
areas(thesky,ground,andgroundgridandthemon-
itoringdisplay)inmonocular(one-eyeonly),binoptic
(botheyes),orstereo(botheyeswith lateraldispar-
ity) conditions.Lateraldisparitycueswerevariedin
thestereoconditionto causethemonitoringdisplay
to modulatein depthasa singleunit. The moni-
toringdisplayunit consistedof the threebars,the
boundaryline, andtheenclosingbox. Thedisplay
unit modulatedin depthfromthescreenout toward
thepilot,with thedepthvaryingwith themaximum
of theamplitudesof thethreebars.
Anotherfactorin theexperimentaldesignwasthe
presenceor absenceof colorcueingin the display
for themonitoringtask. Colorwasusedthroughout
thereal-worldpictorialdisplayfor both the central
areaandtheperipheralareas.However,performance
gains,rather than merelythe desirefor "realism,"
areoftenrequiredto justify the inclusionof colorin
flight displays.In additionto addressingthe color
issue,examinationof thepossibleperformancegains
fromuseof colorcueingin themonitoringtaskwould
alsoprovidea comparisonlevelfor theperformance
gainsrealizedwith thevariousdisplayconditions.
With the partitioningof the availabledisplay
areainto a centralandtwoperipheralareas,it was
possibleto examinethe effectsof the left- or right-
sidelocationof the secondarymonitoringdisplay.
Reference14statesthat "the nervefibersfrom the
left halvesof the retinas(concernedwith the right
half of the visualfield) proceedto tile left.sideof
thebrain,andthenervefibersfromtheright halvcs
of the retinas(concernedwith the left half of the
visualfield)proceedto theright sideof the brain."
Thereforelocationofthemonitoringtaskononeside
of thedisplayin themonocular,tile binoptic,or the
stcreoconditionwouldresultin stimulationof only
onesideof thebrain(ignoringcrosstalk). Sincethe
twosidesofthebraindodifferentaskswithdifferent
precision(ref. 15), locationof the monitoringtask
wasmadeanotherfactorof theexperiment.
Training was initiated at a low airspeed
(110knots) to enablequickproficiencywith all ex-
perimentalconditions. Training then progressed
througheachconditionat thehigherdata-collection
airspeed(180knots). Therms pathway-errorscore
(altitudeerror) wasreportedto the pilot following
eachtrial. Eachpilotachievedapproximatelyasymp-
totic performancefor eachof the experimentalcon-
ditionsbeforedatacollectionwasbegun.Tworepli-
catesof eachconditionwereobtainedfromeachof
thefivepilots.Bothtrainingrunsanddata-collection
runswereblockedacrosstheexperimentalconditions
andbalancedacrossthepilotsto negateanypossible
learningcurveeffectsthat mightoccuraftertheap-
parentasymptoticperformancewasachieved.The
orderof the experimentalconditionsflownby each
pilot ispresentedin table1.
4. Simulator Description
The simulatorwasassembledwith the follow-
ing elements:mathematicalmodel,computerim-
plementation,stereovisualsystemhardware,graph-
icsgenerationhardwareandsoftware,andsimulator
cockpit.
4.1. Mathematical Model
A simplifiedtwo-degrec-of-freedommathematical
modelof arotoreraftwasusedin thestudy.Figure3
presentsablockdiagramof themodcl.Thetransfer
functionsandgainswereobtainedfromreference16
to representahighlymaneuverableight helicopter.
Theundulatingpathwaywasgeneratedwith al-
titude variationsfromthe sumof threcsinewaves.
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Thesinewaveshadnormalizedamplitudesof0.4,0.3,
and0.2,with frequenciesof 0.10,0.25,and0.40Hz,
respectively.
Thethreebarsof themonitoringtaskweredriven
from threedifferentsumsof threesinewaveswith
normalizedamplitudesof 0.4,0.3,and0.2and fre-
quenciesof 0.30,1.00,and1.25Hz,respectively.The
phaseanglesof thethreesinewaveswererandomized
at thebeginningof eachrun overa rangeof ±90°.
Theleft barusedamplitudesof 0.4,0.3,and0.2 in
its sum;themiddlebarused0.4,-0.3, and0.2in its
sum;andtheright barused0.4,-0.3, and -0.2 in
its sum. An excursionwascreatedby changingthe
amplitudeof the 0.30-Hzsinewavefor theselected
bar from0.4to 1.0.Thechangewasgraduallyfared
overaperiodof 1.5sec.Thebarremainedabovethe
boundaryfor 2.0sec,and then the amplitudewas
faredbackfrom1.0to 0.4overa periodof 1.5sec.
4.2. Computer Implementation
The mathematicalmodelof the rotorcraftand
the simulationhardwaredriveswereimplemented
on a VAX 11/780computerin the LangleyCrew
StationSystemsResearchLaboratory(ref.17).This
computersystemsolvedtheprogrammedequations
20 timesa second. The averagetime delayfrom
input to output (1..5timesthe sampleperiod)was
approximately75msec.
4.3. StereoVisual SystemHardware
Thestereovisualsystemhardwareoperatedon
the videosignalssuppliedby the graphicsgenera-
tionsystemat a resolutionof 1280pixels(horizon-
tally) by 1024pixels(vertically).Thesevideosignals
presenteda noninterlacedframeat a 60-Hzrefresh
rate; the frameconsistedof both the left-eyeand
the right-eyestereo-pairimage. (Seefig. 4.) The
stereovisualsystemhardware(fig. 5) separatedthe
left,-and right-eyescenesandpresentedeachalter-
nately,at a 120-Hzrefreshrate, spreadacrossthe
entiremonitorscreen(i.e., time-multiplexedstereo,
whichresultedin a lossin w_rticalresolutionof ap-
proximately50percent),asshownin figures1and4.
Liquid crystaldevice(LCD) glasseswereshuttered
in synchronizationwith the stereopair, suchthat
the right eyesawonly the right-eyesceneand the
left eyesawonly the left-eyescene,eachat 60Hz,
withoutflicker.Thestereovisualsysteinhardwareis
describedin reference18.
4.4. Graphics Generation Hardware and
Software
Tile graphicsgenerationsoftwareresidedwithin
a SiliconGraphicsIRIS 40/70 GT computerand
consistedof the necessarytransformationequations
and the graphicsdatabasesfor the displays.The
graphicsdisplayswereproducedat an updaterate
of 20Hz. With anadditionaltime delayof 50msec
addedto the imagerenderingtimeof 16msecand
the averagecomputationaldelayof 75 msec, the
average time delay for control input to visual output
totalled 142 msee.
Figure 6 illustrates the geometric principle that
was employed to produce the left- and right-eye
views within the stereo-pair generation software. The
oblong rectangular shape represents the screen of the
display monitor. To present an object that appeared
at the depth of the screen,: the object was drawn in
the same location for both stereo-pair views. For
objects to appear behind the screen, the object was
displaced to the left of the nominal screen position
for the left-eye view and to the right for the right-
eye view (with the displacement reaching a maximum
value to place an object at infinity). For objects to
appear in front of the screen, a displacement to the
right was used for the left-eye view and to the left for
the right-eye view.
To generate this lateral displacement, which is
known as lateral disparity, left- and right-eye coor-
dinate systems were transformed from the viewer co-
ordinate system of the visual scene. The nonstereo
condition used a lateral disparity of zero (the vertical
display resolution was identical to the stereo condi-
tion and the pilots wore the stereo goggles for all
conditions), and the stereo condition used disparities
resulting from the stereo-pair transformations. The
asymmetric clipping algorithm of reference 19 was
transposed and then employed to limit each eye view
to the viewing volume necessary to generate the de-
sired monocular, binoptic, and stereo regions in the
periphery.
Simple perspective division (chapter 6 of ref. 20)
was used to transform the 3-D viewing volumes to
2-D _iewports, whose centers were offset from the
center of the display screen by half of the maximum
allowed lateral disparity (i.e., that used to represent
objects at infinite distance). Figure 7 illustrates the
mapping of a real-world scene to the stereo viewing
volume.
Conventional asymptotic transformations, which
are used to map the visual scene into the stereo
viewing volume, allow the display designer to fix a
specific scene distance at the screen location in the
viewing volume. (See fig. 8.) Additional control
within the transformation allows some shaping of the
asymptotic curve. Figure 9 represents the mapping
of the visual scene to the stereo 3-D viewing volumes
forthestereodisplaycondition.Forthisexperiment,
sceneinfinity waspresented28 in. from theviewer,
with tilescreendistanceof 19in. representingascene
distanceof 40ft.
4.5. Simulator Cockpit
A general-purposepilot workstationconfiguredas
a rotorcraftcockpitwasusedfor this study. (Sec
fig.2.) Thecyclichandcontrollerisspringcentered,
andthecollectivestickisacounterbalanced,friction-
controlledstickthat is representativeof arotorcraft
collectivestick.Nohead-downi strumentationother
than the displaymonitorwasutilized. Tile 19 in.
monitorwasmountedapproximately19in. fromthe
pilot'seyepositionto yieldatotal instantaneousfield
of viewof 40°.
5. Experimental Results and Discussion
Theinvestigationwasdesignedasafllll-factorial,
within-subjectsexperiment,with pilotsP, monitor-
ing task display condition M, color cueing C, track-
ing task pathway display condition T, location of
the monitoring task display L, and replicates R as
the factors. The objective results are presented and
discussed first, with the subjective results discussed
thereafter.
5.1. Analysis of Objective Results
The data collected in the full-factorial experiment
were analyzed by means of univariate analyses of
variance for each metric. Table 2 is a summary of
the results of these analyses for the eight performance
measures. A detailed presentation of these analyses
can be found in the appendix.
5.2. Discussion of Objective Results
Each of the main factors of the experiment is dis-
cussed relative to the analyses of the main factors and
the interaction terms presented in the appendix for
the tracking task performance measures, the track-
ing task control input measures, and the monitoring
task performance measures.
5.2. I. Pilot
The main effect of pilot variability was highly
significant for all performance measures. This result
is usually expected in a precision task, and the pilot
variability was therefore isolated from the rest of
the analyses by its inclusion as a main factor in the
experiment.
5.2.2. Monitoring Task Display Condition
The display condition of the monitoring task sym-
bology (monocular, binoptic, or stereo) affected only
the performance of the monitoring task. There were
significantly fewer boundary excursions that were de-
tected and acknowledged, and the response times
were longer, for the monocular condition than for
the binocular condition. There were no significant
differences of any consequence between results for
the binoptic and stereo display conditions. Present-
ing the monitoring task display to both eyes (ei-
ther binoptic or stereo) improve d correct detection of
boundary excursions by 9percent (see fig. 10) and re-
duced detection acknowledgment time by 10 percent
(see fig. 11) over results for the monocular display
condition.
The results for monocular versus binocular (bi-
noptic or stereo) display conditions agree with the
physiological theory of binocular summation (rcf. 21).
Binocular summation theory predicts that both de-
tection rate and response time will be better with
binocular vision than with monocular vision.
The lack of performance differences between the
binoptic and stereo display conditions can be at-
tributed to the dramatic decrease in stereoacuity
with horizontal displacement from the visual fixation
point (ref. 22). With tile pilot fixating on the center
of the monitor screen in order to perform the track-
ing task, the lateral disparity in the display of the
monitoring task symbology, located in the periphery
of the pilot's field of view, is not detectable.
One may infer from these results that the use of
stereopsis as an alerting function in peripherally dis-
played information is not effective. Unless the stereo-
scopically presented data are fixated by the viewer,
the depth cueing will not be perceived. Therefore,
unless the information to be presented in the periph-
eral area is of such complexity that stereo display
enhances its interpretation once the subject fixates
on the display (it is accessed by some other cffec-
tive alerting function), peripheral areas do not re-
quire stereo display. However, to obtain the advan-
tages of binocular summation with current binoptic
displays in the peripheral areas, an effect that is prob-
ably desirable in some HMD applications, a sacrifice
in total FOV is required. (Stereopsis in the periph-
ery would require the same sacrifice.) This sacrifice
may not be severely limiting, particularly if head or
eye tracking and slaving are available. However, the
performance gains realized from binoptic or stereo
display over monocular display in the periphery re-
quire a loss of total FOV that may not bc justified
for all applications.
5. 2.3. Color Cueing
Color cueing in the monitoring task display sym-
bology affected the performance of both the tracking
task (only for the nonstereo pathway condition) and
the monitoring task, but it had no consistent effect
on the control input activity for the tracking task.
5. 2. 3.1. Tracking task performance. Color cue-
ing affected the tracking task performance only with
the nonstereo pathway condition. For example, with
the rms altitude error for the nonstcrco pathway
condition (see fig. 12), the addition of color cueing
to the monitoring task display symbology improved
performance by 21.6 percent, and the improvement
was consistent across all pilots. For the stereo
pathway condition, the improvement was a non-
significant 3.2 percent, and there was no significant
improvement for any of the pilots.
Apparently, with the nonstcreo pathway and no
color cueing, the tracking task performance was de-
graded because of the time devoted to the monitoring
task. The addition of color cueing was effective in re-
ducing the time required for the monitoring task, and
this reduction resulted in increased time available for
the tracking task and thus improved tracking perfor-
mance. With the stereo pathway, the pilots could
achieve acceptable tracking performance while devot-
ing more time to monitoring the peripheral display,
so that t}ie addition of color cueing had no effect on
the tracking task performance.
5.2.3.2. Monitoring task performance. Figure 13
illustrates the effect of adding color cueing to the
monitoring task display. This addition resulted
in 35.6 percent more detections (fig. 13(a)) and
an 82.2-percent decrease in extraneous reports
(fig. 13(b)). These effects were consistent across
all pilots, with only magnitude variations from pi-
lot to pilot. The results were also consistent across
the other factors of the experiment, including the
pathway condition. The detection acknowledgment
time was not affected by the addition of color cue-
ing. (Undetected excursions were not scored within
this measure.)
These results indicate that color cueing is very
effective as an alerting function in monitoring sym-
bology that is placed in peripheral areas of displays.
5.2.3.4. Inferences from color cueing results.
Color cueing is very effective as an aicrting function
in peripheral displays, and _ise oTi'ulI color in HMD's
across the entire FOV will bc desired as pictorial in-
formation formats are used in HMD applications. At
present, color capability for HMD systems requires
significant technology development efforts, which are
under way (ref. 13).
5.2.4. Tracking Task Pathway Display Condition
The display condition of the tracking task path-
way affected the performance of both the tracking
task and the monitoring task, but it had no consistent
effect, on the control input activity for the tracking
task.
5.2._.1. Tracking task performance. A stereo
pathway resulted in improved tracking performance
compared with that obtained with a nonsterco path-
way, and the improvement was consistent across all
pilots. The improvement achieved was much greater
when color cueing was absent in the monitoring task
display. For example, for the rms altitude error mea-
sure (see fig. 14) pilot performance with the stereo
pathway display improved 32.7 percent over that
with the nonsterco pathway display when color cuc-
ing was absent. When color cueing was present, the
improvement was still a significant 16.9 percent. Al-
though a reduction from 12 ft to 10 It. may not seem
large, the reduction was in an rms mca.sure, not in
a mean measure. Therefore the reduction reflected
more than just a scalar measure effect in that the
distribution was altered as well
The presentation of the pathway in stereo appar-
ently gives the pilot more information on the present
situation relative to the pathway and also allows bet-
ter anticipation of the figure situation. When color
cueing is present in the monitoring task display sym-
bology, more time is available to devote to the track-
ing task, and so the nonstereo-stereo effect is not as
pronounced.
5.2.4.2. Monitoring task performance. The only
consistent effect that the pathway display condi-
tion had on the monitoring task performance was a
7.8-percent slower mean response time in acknowl-
cdgment of boundary excursion detections with the
stereo pathway display than that with the nonsterco
display. This effect was consistent for four of the five
pilots. (The effect was not significant for one Pilotl)
In achieving the better tracking performance with the
stereo pathway display, the pilots were either slower
in detecting a boundary excursion or delayed their
acknowledgment of the detection.
5. 2.4.3. Inferences from tracking task display con-
dition results. The use of stercopsis in the central
area of the display is very effective in increasing pi-
lot Situation awareness and improving tracking task
performance. Stereopsis is especially effective when
color cueing is absent from the monitoring task sym-
bology. Trade-offs in total FOV in order to obtain
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a centralstereoregionareless severe than the loss
of FOV required to obtain binoptic regions in the
peripheral area. Howcvcr, stereopsis also requires
an additional image generation source for advanced
HMD systems.
5.2.5. Location of the Monitoring Task Display
Tim location of tile monitoring task display af-
fected only the performance of the tracking task. No
differences were detected in tile performance mea-
sures of the monitoring task. Both of these results
were unexpected. Some of the functions that have
been attributed to the right hemisphere of the brain
(which was assumed to be utilized when the left-
side location for the monitoring display was used,
as described previously) include spatial and recog-
nition skills that involve relational and compara-
tive perceptions (ref. 15). The left hemisphere has
been determined to be proficient at logic, reason-
ing, and counting (as well as at controlling the verbal
flmctions).
Tile monitoring task had been assumed to be a
right-brain function, so a left-side location was ex-
pected to produce improvements in the monitoring
task performance. None were detected. It. might
then be expected that the left-side location would
have provided equal performance in monitoring, but
with less time demands. Therefore, more time
would have been available for tile tracking task, and
the additional time would have improved tracking
performance with the left-side location.
Yet, the performance of the tracking task (control
of altitude) was degraded when the monitoring dis-
play was on the left side. For example, a degradation
of 9.0 percent in the rms altitude error was obtained
for tile left-side location compared with the error for
the right-side location (fig. 15).
Moderate performance gains occurred in all the
tracking task performance measures with the right-
side location of the monitoring display. These gains
occurred even though most of the pilots preferred
the left-side location for the monitoring task display
and the task had been theorized to be a right-brain
function.
One inference to be drawn from these results is
that the pilots scanned the entire screen and thus
involved both brain hemispheres in the monitoring
task, rather than mostly fixating on the central re-
gion. This inference is not supported by either the
subjective comments of the pilots or the detection of
a difference between the binoptic and stereo condi-
tions that might be expected with a scanning mode.
An alternate hypothesis is offered that seems
more plausible. If one theorizes that tracking tasks
arc also right-brain flmctions (i.e., flying is an art),
then the left-side location for the monitoring task
display would perhaps place an additional burden on
the right hemisphere and thus result in a degraded
tracking performance.
5.2.6. Replicates
The replicate factor was not significant for any
of tile monitoring task performance measures. This
result, was expected, as each pilot achieved approxi-
mate asymptotic performance before data collection
was begun.
5.3. Subjective Results
Unstructured pilot comments recorded through-
out the experiment indicated that every pilot, pre-
ferred the stereo pathway display condition and the
color cueing monitoring task symbology. They felt
that the stereo pathway increased their situational
awareness and allowed better anticipation of future
requirements, so that the tracking task was much eas-
ier to fly than it was with tile nonstereo display. The
color cueing in the monitoring task display was felt
to make boundary excursions obvious, and tile pilots
were surprised that their detection percentages were
not even higher than they proved to be for that condi-
tion. Although tile pilots could detect the difference
between the monocular, the binoptic, and the stereo
presentation condition of the monitoring display if
they were requested to do so, most of them reported
that they were rarely aware of the condition during
tracking, and they anticipated no differences in mon-
itoring performance results. One pilot reported that
the monocular condition required more concentration
than the other two conditions. Most of the pilots pre-
ferred the left-side location for the monitoring dis-
play, either because that was what they were used
to or because they felt that they could see it better
there. None of the pilots expected the location to
have an effect on performance.
6. Concluding Remarks
This paper has assessed tile trade-offs arising from
the mixture of color cueing and monocular, binop-
tic, and stereopscopic cueing information in primary
flying and secondary monitoring tasks as encoun-
tered with hehnet-mounted display (HMD) systems.
Since current HMD systems cannot provide the in-
terchangeable conditions of monocular, binoptic, and
stereopscopic cueing with color capability, a head-
up color stereo monitor configuration was used to
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presentthe visualdisplay. Thus, a color, stereo-
capableHMD wasemulated.The main factors of
interest in the experiment were the display condi-
tions for both a tracking task and a monitoring task.
The display conditions examined for the track-
ing task included the binocular presentation of every-
thing in the central area in nonstereo and in stereo.
The display conditions examined for the monitoring
task presented everything in the peripheral areas in
monocular, binoptic, or stereo conditions. Other fac-
tors in the experimental design were the presence or
absence of color cueing in the display for the moni-
toring task and the location of the monitoring task
display.
Of the display conditions examined, most effec-
tive was the use of stereopsis in the central area of
tile display. Stereopsis was very effective in increas-
ing pilot situational awareness and improved longi-
tudinal tracking task performance. In the subject
experiment, stereopsis was especially effective when
color cueing was absent from the monitoring task dis-
play symbology. The use of stereopsis as an alerting
fimction in peripherally displayed information is not
effective. Itowcver, there were slight advantages be-
cause of binocular summation with binoptic displays
in the peripheral areas.
Color cueing in the periphery displays was very
effective as an alerting function, and full color in
HMD's across the entire FOV will be desirable
when pictorial information formats are used in HMD
applications. Moderate performance gains occurred
with the right-side location of the monitoring task
display, even though most of the pilots preferred
the left-side location for the monitoring task dis-
play, and the task had been theorized to bc a right-
brain function. Moreover, the performance gains oc-
curred within tile tracking task, rather than within
the monitoring task.
The results of this experiment indicate that
binoptic display of monitoring information in the
right peripheral area, with color cueing as an alerting
function to such information, and stereoscopic cueing
in the central area of tile display were the most effec-
tive display conditions examined. To obtain the ad-
vantages of binocular summation with binoptie dis-
plays in the peripheral area, a sacrifice in total field of
view (FOV) is required. The performance gains real-
ized from binoptic or stereopscopic cueing over those
from monocular cueing in the periphery require a loss
of total FOV that may not be justified for all applica-
tions. To obtain color cueing in HMD systems, signif-
icant technology development efforts are required. In
order to realize the advantages of stereoscopic cueing
in the central area, an additional image generation
source is required for advanced HMD systems.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
November 2, 1992
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7. Appendix
Analyses of Variance for Experiment
Metrics
Theinvestigationwasdesignedasaflfll-factorial,
within-subjectsexperiment,with pilots(P = 1to 5),
monitoringtask displaycondition(5I is monocu-
lar, binoptic,or stereo),colorcueing(C is absent
or present),trackingtaskpathwaydisplaycondition
(T is nonsterco r stereo),locationof the monitor-
ing task display(L is left sideor right side),and
replicates(R = 1 or 2) asthe factors. The data
collectedin the fllll-factorialexperimentwereana-
lyzedbymeansof univariatcanalysesof variancefor
eachmetric.Table2 is a summaryof theresultsof
theseanalysesfor the eightperformancemeasures.
Thepresentationoftheresultsexamineseachfactor
within eachtask,measureby measure.Newman-
Keulstesting(rcf.23)of individualmeanswasper-
formedat variousstagesin the analyses.(All tests
wcrcmadeat asignificancelevelof 1percent.)
7.1. Tracking Task Altitude Errors
Pathwaytrackingperformancewasgatheredby
computingthecumulativemean,standarddeviation,
andrmsofthealtitudeerroroverthelengthofarun.
7.I. 1. Pilot
The main effect of pilot variability was highly sig-
nificant for all three measures. Figure 16 presents the
average mean altitude error for each pilot to demon-
strate this effect. A strong variability between pilots
is usually expected in a precision task. Contrary to
expectations, the mean altitude error results for each
pilot indicated that rather than flying higher above
the solid pathway, the pilots flew slightly lower than
the desired level of 12 ft. Apparently, the solid na-
ture of the pathway did not deter their attempts to
fly at the correct relative altitude.
7.1.2. Monitoring Task Display Condition
This factor was not significant for any of the
tracking task measures.
7.1.3. Color Cueing
This factor was highly significant for all the al-
titude error measures, with better performance in
the tracking task occurring when color cueing was
present in the monitoring task display. Figures 17,
18, and 19 present the mean, the standard deviation,
and the rms of the altitude error averaged over all
the other factors of the experiment. Two second-
order interactions involving the color cueing factor
were also statistically significant: tile interaction of
pilot and color cueing (P x C) and the interaction
of color cueing and tracking task pathway display
condition (C x T).
The significances of the three memsures for P x C
indicated that the color cueing effect w,'ks not con-
stant across pilots. Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the
effect of color cueing on the mean, the standard de-
viation, and the rms of the altitude error for each
pilot. Fi'om figure 20, the mean errors of pilots 2, 3,
and 4 wcrc better for color cueing absent (although
only the difference in the means of pilot 2 was statis-
tically significant), while the mean errors of pilots 1
and 5 were better for color cueing present. (Both dif-
ferences were significant.) From figure 21, pilots 1,
2, and 5 had some statistically significant improve-
ment in performance for color cueing present versus
that for color cueing absent. Pilots 3 and 4 exhibited
no statistically significant effect for the color cueing
factor. The rms error, which is correlated with both
the mean and standard deviation measures, is shown
in figure 22, and it improved for color cueing present
compared with the error for color cueing absent for all
five pilots; however, the degree of improvement was
slight (and not statistically significant) for pilots 3
and 4.
The significances of the altitude error measures
for C x T indicated that the color cueing effect was
not constant across pathway display conditions. This
effect is shown in figure 23 for the mean altitude er-
ror. For the nonstcreo display of the pathway in the
tracldng task, color cueing greatly improved perfor-
mance. For the stereo display of the tracking task,
the mean altitude error was essentially unaffected by
the presence or absence of color cueing in the moni-
toring task display. Figure 24 shows the same trend
for the standard deviation of the altitude error. How-
ever, the third-order interaction of pilot, color cueing,
and pathway display condition (P x C x T) was also
significant for this measure (and also for the rms al-
titude error). Because P x C was significant while
P x T was not, P x C x T is plotted in figures 25
and 26 as P x C for the respective T conditions of
nonstereo and stereo pathway display. As shown in
figure 25, the tracking performance of four of the
five pilots, using a nonstereo pathway display, im-
proved when color cueing was present in the monitor-
ing task display. (The improvement of pilot 3 was not
statistically significant.) Figure 26, however, shows
that some pilots' performances improved while oth-
ers worsened when color cueing was present in the
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monitoringtaskdisplaywith thestereopathwaydis-
play.Theamountsof changewith thestereodisplay
werelessthanthe amountsof changewith thenon-
stereodisplay,althoughnoneof thesechangeswere
statisticallysignificant.
Figure12showsthat colorcueingin themonitor
taskdisplaygreatlyreducedthe rmsaltitudeerror
(i.e., improvedperformance)for the nonstereodis-
play of the pathwayin the trackingtask. For the
stereodisplayof thetrackingtask,thermsaltitude
errorwasessentiallyunaffectedby the presenceor
absenceof colorcueingin the monitoringtask dis-
play.However,tile third-orderinteractionP x C x T
was also significant for this measure. Because P x C
was significant while P x T w_ not, P x C x T is plot-
ted in figures 27 and 28 as P x C for the respective
T conditions of nonstereo and stereo pathway display.
Figure 27 shows that the rms tracking performance
of each pilot, using a nonstereo pathway display, im-
prowxl when color cueing was present in the monitor-
ing task display (although the improvcrnent of pilot 3
was not statistically significant). Figure 28, however,
Shows that some pilots' performances improved while
others worsened when color cueing was present in the
monitoring task display with the stereo pathway dis-
play. The amounts of change with the stereo display
were less than the amounts of change with the non-
stereo display, although none of these changes were
statistically significant.
7.1._,. Tracking Task Pathwa 9 Display Condition
This factor was highly significant for all the alti-
tude error measures, with better performance in the
tracking task occurring when stereo was present in
the tracking pathway display than occurred for the
nonstereo condition. The second- and third-order in-
teractions involving the pathway display condition
and the color cueing condition (C x T and P x C x T,
which have already been discussed under the color
cueing factor) are examined again_ this time as T x C
and P × T x C for tile appropriate measures.
that for a nonstcrco pathway display. Figure 32 re-
plots the data of figure 24 (C x T), and it shows that
the improved performance obtained with a stereo dis-
play was greater when color cueing was absent in the
monitoring task display than it was when color cue-
ing was present. The improvement in both cases was
statistically significant. Figures 33 and 34 rcplot the
data of figures 25 and 26 as P x T x C, and both
figures show that the performance of all pilots, as
measured by the standard deviation of altitude er-
ror, improved about the same amount with the stereo
pathway display. (P x T was not significant.) The
improvement wa.s greater when color cueing was ab-
sent from the monitoring task display than it was
when color cueing was present, as was indicated by
the significance of T x C. Therefore the third-order
interaction should be interpreted as P x C x T rather
thanas PxTxC.
Figures 35, 14, 36, and 37 present the rms alti-
tude error for the situation comparable to that of
figures 31, 32, 33, and 34, and the logical analysis is
exactly the same. Performance was improved with
a stereo pathway display, tim performance improve-
ment w_ larger when color cueing was absent in the
monitoring task display than it was when color cue-
ing was present, the improvement in both cases was
statistically significant, and the effects were about
the same for every pilot.
7.1.5. Location of the Monitoring Task Display
This factor was highly significant for all the al-
titude error measures, with the best performance of
the tracking task occurring when the monitoring task
display was presented on the right side of the monitor
screen. Figures 38, 39, and 15 present the mean, the
standard deviation, and the rms of the altitude error
averaged over all the other factors of the experiment.
7.1.6. Replicates
The replicate factor was not significant for any
Figure 29 shows the improved performance_ in 9_ the altitude error measures. This result was cx-
mean altitude error for a stereo pathway display
compared with that for a nonstereo pathway display.
Figure 30 rcplots the data of figure 23 (C x T), and it
shows that the improved performance obtained with
a stereo display was greater when color cueing was
absent in the monitoring task display than it was
when color cueing WaS present. Tile. improvement in
both cases was statistieaIIy significant.
Figure 31 shows the reduction in standard devia-
tion of altitude error for a stereo pathway display over
pected, as each pilot achieved approximate asymp-
totic performance based on the rms measure for
each of the four experimental conditions before data
collection was begun.
7.2. Tracking Task Control Inputs
Control input activity was recorded as the rms of
the pitch and collective stick inputs over the length
of a run.
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7.2.1.Pilot
Tile main effect of pilot variability was highly sig-
nificant for both measures. No figures are presented
to demonstrate this effect, which is usually encoun-
tered in a precision task. Pilot 5 used no collective in-
put for any of the runs, relying solely on pitch control
to rcgulate altitude.
7.2.2. Monitoring Task Display Condition
This factor was not significant for any of the
control input ineasures.
%2.3. Color Cueing
This factor was not significant for any of the
control input measurcs. However, the interaction of
pilot and color cueing (P x C) was highly significant
for collective input activity. Figure 40 demonstrates
that pilot 1 exhibited lcss collective activity when
color cueing was present than when color cueing was
absent, while pilot 2 exhibited tile opposite behavior.
Color cueing had no significant effect for pilots 3
and 4.
7.2.4. Tracking Task Pathway Display Condition
This factor was highly significant for both control
input activity measures. Because of the different
combinations of significances of second- and third-
order interactions, each of the measures is examined
separately.
7.2.4.I. Pitch input activity. In addition to tile
highly significant factor of pathway display condition
(T), three second-order (PxT, Tx L, and Px L) and
one third-ordcr (P x T x L) interaction terms were
significant for this measure. Figure 41 shows that tile
pilots, on averagc, exhibited more pitch activity for
the stereo pathway display than they did for the non-
stereo pathway display. However, the significance of
P x T indicated that this fact was not true for individ-
ual pilots, as shown in figure 42. Pilot 3 used about
the same amount of activity for either display, whilc
pilot 4 used less activity for the stereo display than
for the nonstcreo display (although the diffcrencc was
not statistically significant). The significance of T x L
indicated that the effect of the pathway display con-
dition varied with the location of the monitoring task
display. Figure 43 illustrates that the pathway dis-
play condition affected pitch input activity more for
a monitoring task display location on the left side.
(The location main factor was not significant for this
measure.) More pitch control activity was indicated
for the stereo pathway than for the nonstereo path-
way when tile monitoring task display was located on
tile left side. Ncwman-Kculs testing of the means of
figure 43 revealed no significant differencc between
mcans for the right-side location of the monitoring
task display. The third-order interaction P x T x L
is presented in figures 44 and 45. Newman-Keuls
testing of the means of figure 44 revealed no signif-
icant differences in the pitch input activity of each
pilot for either thc stereo or the nonsterco pathway
display when the monitoring task display was located
on the right side. Testing of the means of figure 45,
however, revealed that three of thc five pilots used
significantly morc pitch input activity for the stereo
pathway display than for the nonstereo pathway dis-
play when the monitoring task display was located
on the left side. (Pilots 3 and 4 had no significant
differcnces.)
7.2.4.2. Collective input activity. In addition to
the highly significant main factor of pathway display
condition (T), the second-order interaction term with
pilots (P x T) was significant for this measure. Fig-
ure 46 shows that tile pilots, on the average, exhib-
ited more collective activity for tile stereo pathway
display than for the nonstereo pathway display. How-
ever, the significance of P x T indicated that this
was not true for individual pilots, as shown in fig-
ure 47. Pilots 1, 3, and 4 exhibited more activity for
the stereo pathway display than for tile nonstereo
pathway display, while pilot 2 used less activity for
the stereo than for the nonstereo pathwa 5- display.
Pilot 5 did not use collective input at all. These dif-
ferences were statistically significant only for pilots 1
and 4.
7.2.5. Location of the Monitoring Task Display
This factor was highly significant for the collective
activity measure, with more collective activity being
indicated in the tracking task when the monitoring
task display was located on the right side of tile mon-
itor screen. Figure 48 presents the rms collective in-
put for the two conditions averaged over all the other
factors of the experiment. The second-order interac-
tion term P x L was also statistically significant and,
as shown in figure 49, the location of the monitoring
task display had an effect on only pilots 2 and 3.
7. 2.6. Replicates
The replicate factor was not significant for the
control input measures. This result was expected,
as each pilot achieved approximate asymptotic
performance before data collection was begun.
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7.3. Monitoring Task Performances 7.3.3. Color Cueing
Monitoring task performance was determined by
computing the percentage of correct boundary excur-
sions detected and acknowledged, the number of ex-
traneous (false) boundary excursions acknowledged,
and the average time to acknowledge a true excursion
over ttle length of a run.
7.3.1. Pilot
The main effect of pilot variability was highly
significant for all three me_ures. No figures are
offered to demonstrate this effect, which is usually
encountered in a precision task.
7.3.2. Monitoring Task Display Condition
This factor was highly significant for two of the
monitoring task performance measures, detection
percentage and detection acknowledgment time. Be-
cause of the differences in the involvement of the
second-order interaction with pilots, the measures
arc addressed scparately.
Figure 10 presents the average detection percent-
ages achieved with each monitoring task display con-
dition. Significantly fewer detections were acknowl-
edged with the monocular display than with either
the binoptic or the stereo display. The differcnce be-
tween the mean detections with the binoptic and the
stereo display was not significant. The second-order
interaction with the pilot factor (P x .hi) was also
significant for this measure, and figure 50 presents a
plot of this interaction. The detection percentage of
pilot 3 for the monocular condition was not signifi-
cantly different from either percentage for the other
two conditions, while pilot 4 had equivalent percent-
ages for the monocular and Stereo conditions. Pilot 4
had a statistically significant difference in detection
percentages for the binoptic and the stereo display
condition, while the other four pilots had statistically
equivalent percentages for these two conditions.
Figure 11 presents the average excursion detec-
tion acknowledgment time achieved with each mon-
itoring task display condition. Significantly more
time was required for the detections to be acknowI-
edged with the monocular display than with either
the binoptic or the stereo display. The difference be-
tween the mean acknowledgment times for the binop-
tic and the stereo display was not significant. The
second-order interaction with the pilot factor (P x M)
was not significant for this measure.
This factor was highly significant for two of the
monitoring performance measures, detection per-
centage and extraneous detections. These measures
arc addressed separately.
Figure 51 presents the average detection percent-
age achieved with and without color cueing in the
monitoring task display. Significantly fewcr detec-
tions were acknowledged with color cueing absent
than with color cueing present. The second-order
interaction with the pilot factor (P x C) was also
significant for this measure, and figure 52 presents a
plot of this interaction. As shown, the color cueing
effect, while consistent across pilots, was more pro-
nounced for some pilots than for others. (The effect
was statistically significant for aII pilots.)
Figure 53 presents the average extraneous detec-
tions per tracking run with and without color cue-
ing in the monitoring task display. Significantly
more extraneous detections were reported with color
cueing absent than with color cueing present. The
second-order interaction with tile pilot factor (P x C)
was also significant for this measure, and figure 54
presents a plot of this interaction. As shown, the
color cueing effect was more pronounced for some
pilots than for others. (The effect was statistically
significant for all pilots.)
The interaction of pilot and color cueing was sig-
nificant for the excursion detection acknowledgment
time measure, without the main factor of color cueing
being significant. Figure 55 illustrates that two pilots
were faster, two wcrc slower, and one had no differ-
ence in performance when color cueing was present
in the monitoring task display. (The differences were
statistically significant only for pilots 3 and 5.) On
the averagc, the color cueing effect was negligible for
this measure.
7.3._. Tracking Task Pathway Display Condition
This factor was highly significant only for the
excursion detection acknowledgment time measure.
Figure 56 presents the average detection acknowledg-
ment time for tile monitoring task with the nonstereo
and the stereo tracking task pathway display. Sig-
nificantly less time to acknowledge a boundary de-
tection was required for the nonstereo display than
for the stereo display. The second-order interaction
with the pilot factor (P x T) was also significant for
this measure, and figure 57 presents a plot of this
interaction. As shown, four pilots took longer to ac-
knowledgc a boundary excursion when flying with
the stereo pathway display than when flying with the
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nonstereopathwaydisplay,while pilot 1 took less
time to acknowledgean excursionwith the stereo
display.However,of thesedifferences,onlythat of
pilot 2 wasstatisticallysignificant.
Theinteractionofpilot andpathwaydisplaycon-
dition (P × T) was significant for the detection per-
centage measure, without the main factor of pathway
display condition being significant. Figure 58 illus-
trates that pilot 2 acknowledged significantly fewer
detections when flying with the stereo pathway dis-
play than when flying with the nonstereo pathway
display; pilot 1 acknowledged significantly more de-
tections under those circumstances, and the other pi-
lots had no statistically significant differences in per-
formance. On the average, the pathway display effect
was negligible for this measure.
7. 3. 5. Location of the Monitoring Task Display
This factor was not significant for any of the
monitoring task performance measures.
7. 3.6. Replicates
The replicate factor was not significant for any
of the monitoring task performance mcasures. This
result was expected, as each pilot achieved approxi-
mate asymptotic performance before data collection
was begun.
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Table 1. Order of Experimental Conditions
Pilot Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
Monitor
condition
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Stereo
Stereo
Binoptie
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptie
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptie
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptie
Color
cueing
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present,
Pathway
condition
Nonstcreo
Nonstcreo
Nonstcrco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Nonstcreo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Sterco
Stereo
Stereo
Stcreo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Location
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left,
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left,
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right,
Right
Replicates
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Table1. Continued
i
|
!
L
Pilot
2
16
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
Monitor
condition
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stcrco
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptie
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Sterco
Monocular
Binoptie
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptie
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Stereo
Binoptie
Monocular
Binoptie
Monocular
Stereo
Color
cueing
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Abscnt
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Abscnt
Absent
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Pathway
condition
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Location
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left,
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Replicates
Table1. Continued
Monitor Color Pathway
Pilot Run condition cueing condition Location Replicates
3 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Nionocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular.
Binoptic
Stereo
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstcreo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left,
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
I
1
2
2
2
17
Table1. Continued
m
Pilot Run
4 I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
Monitor ......
condition
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Sterco
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptie
Stereo
Monocular
Color
cueing
Pathway
condition
Binoptic
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptie
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Present,
Present
Present
Present
Present
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Present
Present
Prescnt
Prcsent
Present
Present,
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Location
Left
Left
Left,
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Replicates
i
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
i
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
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Table1. Concluded
Pilot Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
Monitor
condition
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Stereo
Binoptic
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Monocular
Stereo
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptie
Monocular
Stereo
Color
cueing
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Pathway
condition
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstcrco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Nonsterco
Nonstereo
Nonstereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Location
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right,
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
1-light
Right
Right
Right
Binoptic
Stereo
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Monocular
Stereo
Monocular
Binoptic
Monocular
Binoptic
Stereo
Present
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Stereo
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right,
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Replicates
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
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Table2. Summaryof Analysesof Variance
i
E
Degrees Mean
of altitude
Factors freedom error
Pilot, P 4 **
Monitor condition, M 2
Color cueing, C 1 **
Pathway condition, T 1 **
Location, L 1 *
Replicates, R 1
Px M 8
PxC 4 **
PxT 4
PxL 4 -
MxC 2
MxT 2
MxL 2 -
CxT 1 **
CxL 1 -
T×L 1 -
PxCxT 4
PxTxL 4
Error 192
Significance a of tracking task
performance measures of--
Standard
deviation
of rms Pitch Collective
altitude altitude control control
error error input input
Significance a of monitoring task
performance measures oL
Percent
excursions
detected
I
Extraneous Response
reports time
Significance:
- Not significant at levels considered.
* Significant at 5-percent level.
** Significant at 1-percent level.
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Figure 1. Display format of studies.
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Figurc 2. Pilot workstation.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of modified helicopter model (two degrees of freedom).
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Figure 4. Stereo pair for stereo pathway and binoptic monitoring task display condition.
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Figure 5. Hardware for stereo 3-D flight display.
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Figure 7. Scene-to-screen mapping with conventional stereo technology.
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Figure 10. Effect of monitoring task display condition on detection of boundary excursions for all pilots.
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Figure 11. Effect of monitoring task display condition on acknowledgment time for dctection of excursions for
all pilots.
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Figure 12. Effect of color Cueing in monitoring task display on rms altitude error for tracking task across
tracking task pathway display conditions for all pilots.
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Figure 13. Monitoring task performance effects for color cueing condition for all pilots.
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Figure 14. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms altitude error for tracking task across color
cueing in monitoring task display for all pilots.
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Figure 15. Effect of location of peripheral area display for monitoring task on rms altitude error for tracking
task for all pilots.
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Figure 16. Mean altitude error of each pilot for tracking task.
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Figure 17. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on mean altitudc error for tracking task for all
pilots.
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Figure 18. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on standard deviation of altitude crror for tracking
task for all pilots.
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Figure 19. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on rms altitude error for tracking task for all pilots.
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Figure 20. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on mean altitude error for tracking task for each
pilot:.
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Figure 21. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on standard deviation of altitude error for tracking
task for each pilot.
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Figure 22. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on rms altitude error for tracking task for each
pilot.
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Figure 23. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on mean altitude error for tracking task across
tracking task pathway display conditions for all pilots.
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Figure 24. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on standard deviation of altitude error for tracking
task across tracking task pathway display condition for all pilots.
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Figure 25. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on standard deviation of altitude error for nonstereo
tracking task pathway display condition for each pilot.
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Figure 26. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on standard deviation of altitude error for stereo
tracking task pathway display condition for each pilot.
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Figure 27. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on rms altitude error for nonstereo tracking task
pathway display condition for each pilot.
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Figure 28. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on rms altitude error for stereo tracking task
pathway display condition for each pilot.
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Figure 29. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on mean altitude error for tracking task for all
pilots.
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Figure 30. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on mean altitude error for tracking task across
color cueing in monitoring task display for all pilots.
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Figure 31. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on standard deviation of altitude error for tracking
task for all pilots.
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Figure 32. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on altitude error standard deviation for tracking
task across color cueing in monitoring task display for all pilots.
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Figure 33. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on standard deviation of altitude error for color
cueing absent in monitoring task display for each pilot.
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Figure 34. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on standard deviation of altitude error for color
cueing present in monitoring task display for each pilot.
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Figure 35. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms altitude error for tracking task for all
pilots.
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Figure 36. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms altitude error for color cueing absent in
monitoring task display for each pilot.
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Figure 37. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms altitude error for color cueing present in
monitoring task display for each pilot.
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Figure 38. Effect of location of peripheral area display for monitoring ta_sk on mean altitude error for tracking
task for all pilots.
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Figure 39. Effect of location of peripheral area display for monitoring task on standard deviation of altitude
error for tracking task for all pilots.
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Figure 40. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on rms collective input for tracking task for each
pilot.
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Figure 41. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms pitch input for tracking task for all pilots.
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Figure 42. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms pitch input for tracking task for each pilot.
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Figure 43. Effect of location of peripheral area display for monitoring task display on rms pitch input across
tracking task pathway display condition for all pilots.
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Figure 44. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms pitch input with monitoring ta_sk peripheral
area display at right-side location for each pilot.
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Figure 45. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms pitch input with monitoring task peripheral
area display at left-side location for each pilot.
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Figure 46. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms collective input for tracking task for all
pilots.
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Figure 47. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on rms collective input for tracking task for cach
pilot.
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Figure 48. Effect of location of periphcral area display for monitoring task on rms collective input for tracking
task for all pilots.
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Figure 49. Effect, of location of peripheral area display for monitoring task on rms collective input for tracking
task for each pilot.
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Figure 50. Effect of monitoring task display condition on detection of boundary excursions for monitoring task
for each pilot.
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Figure 51. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on detection of excursions for monitoring task for
all pilots.
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Figure 52. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on detection of excursions for monitoring task for
each pilot.
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Figure 53. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on extraneous detections for monitoring task for
all pilots.
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Figure 54. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on extraneous detections for monitoring task for
each pilot.
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Figure 55. Effect of color cueing in monitoring task display on acknowledgment timc for detections in
monitoring task for each pilot.
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Figure 56. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on acknowledgment timc for detections in
monitoring task for all pilots.
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Figure 57. Effcct of tracking task pathway display condition on acknowledgment timc for dctcctions in
monitoring task for cach pilot.
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Figure 58. Effect of tracking task pathway display condition on detection percentage for monitoring task for
each pilot.
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